Introducing the Updated and Expanded Woodcock-Johnson® IV Tests of Achievement:

Determining achievement strengths and weaknesses is easier than ever!

- Easy-to-use test and cluster comparison procedures allow identification of achievement strengths and weaknesses.
- Three parallel forms of the Woodcock-Johnson® IV Tests of Achievement Standard Battery supports a broad range of assessment needs from a wide variety of professionals. The single form of the Extended Battery can be used with any of the three standard forms.
- New two-test Reading, Mathematics, and Written Language clusters provide standard skill development measures without speed requirements.
- New Oral Reading, Reading Speed, and Reading Comprehension tests provide diagnostically useful measures that are necessary for the evaluation of reading performance.
- New Number Matrices test adds a richer, in-depth interpretation of math problem-solving ability.
- New variation procedure allows for comparison of fluency to basic skills and applications—an important diagnostic marker.
- Qualitative Checklists for each test in the Standard Battery provide important information that is critical to understanding student performance.
- Updated and expanded Science, Social Studies, and Humanities tests can be compared to academic achievement.
- Increased diagnostic capability with measures of phonetic coding and speed of lexical access when used with the WJ IV Tests of Oral Language.
- New Reading Fluency and Reading Rate clusters provide reliable and comprehensive measures of reading fluency.
- New clusters to meet IDEA assessment requirements in Reading Fluency and Mathematics Problem Solving.
What’s Included in the Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of Achievement?

The Fourth Edition offers:

Tests

Standard Battery
- Test 1: Letter-Word Identification
- Test 2: Applied Problems
- Test 3: Spelling
- Test 4: Passage Comprehension
- Test 5: Calculation
- Test 6: Writing Samples
- Test 7: Word Attack
- Test 8: Oral Reading—NEW
- Test 9: Sentence Reading Fluency
- Test 10: Math Facts Fluency
- Test 11: Writing Fluency

Extended Battery
- Test 12: Reading Recall—NEW
- Test 13: Number Matrices—NEW
- Test 14: Editing
- Test 15: Word Reading Fluency—NEW
- Test 16: Spelling of Sounds
- Test 17: Reading Vocabulary
- Test 18: Science
- Test 19: Social Studies
- Test 20: Humanities

Clusters

- Reading—NEW
- Broad Reading
- Basic Reading Skills
- Reading Comprehension
- Reading Comprehension-Extended—NEW
- Reading Fluency—NEW
- Reading Rate—NEW
- Mathematics—NEW
- Broad Mathematics
- Math Calculation Skills
- Math Problem Solving—NEW

- Written Language—NEW
- Broad Written Language
- Basic Writing Skills
- Written Expression
- Academic Skills
- Academic Applications
- Academic Fluency
- Academic Knowledge
- Phoneme-Grapheme Knowledge
- Brief Achievement—NEW
- Broad Achievement

Benefits

- Offers new clusters to meet IDEA assessment requirements in Reading Fluency and Mathematics Problem Solving
- Makes determining achievement strengths and weaknesses easier than ever
- Provides comparisons between skills, fluency, and applications giving examiners important diagnostic information
- Features three parallel forms of the Standard Battery that can be used by a team of professionals to target and evaluate intervention programs
- Enables examiners to capture important qualitative information that is critical to interpretation
- Facilitates the practice of making comparisons between Academic Knowledge and specific areas of academic achievement
- Carefully engineered for the most efficient use of testing time
- Greater administration flexibility and interpretive clarity

Contact your Houghton Mifflin Harcourt-Riverside Assessment Account Executive or call Customer Service at 800.323.9540 for more information on WJ IV Tests of Achievement!
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